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Medical malpractice is in the news, again. The early 2000s have seen the third upheaval in medical liability insurance over the last three decades. States have as always been the first responders, but liability reform has also become a high-profile federal issue. Physicians, their liability insurers, and their allies promote state and federal tort reform to curb lawsuits. Their key goal is a “cap” of $250,000 on awards for pain and suffering, as pioneered in California in 1975. In opposition, plaintiffs’ attorneys and their allies promote an unlimited “right to sue.”

In many contentious debates, policymakers confidently assume that the truth lies somewhere between the clashing extremes. Not in medical malpractice. Its key partisans are defendant doctors and plaintiff attorneys, and even groups claiming to represent the broader public sound very much like the partisans themselves. Moreover, the sometimes apocalyptic rhetoric masks the underlying reality that proponents and opponents of tort reform both accept today’s system—reformers just want somewhat less of it.

The routinized debate sounds much the same as a generation ago, and neither side has learned enough from recent advances in patient safety. Both sides spin myths from selected anecdotes or factoids and tout non–peer reviewed “studies” that lack reliable methodology. Minds are very set, indeed.

This brief first highlights the top five myths on each side. Most contain elements of truth but also substantial exaggeration and misdirection. It next presents the top five real problems, from the public perspective. It is the public’s medical injuries that the lawsuit and liability insurance “system” prevents or compensates . . . or does not. And it is the public that ultimately bears the costs. The brief ends with suggestions for new, constructive ways to provide compensation and protect patients. Citations of literature appear at the end of this brief.

Contentions of Tort Reform Opponents
There is no malpractice crisis, only the usual insurance cycle.

There is no dispute that medical providers’ liability premiums have risen sharply since 1999, much faster than medical fees. Many insurers have also ceased offering coverage, sometimes quitting the market permanently, and new entrants have been slow to replace them. States where a third or more of physicians suddenly found themselves uninsured can reasonably be said to have faced a crisis. “Crisis” is a political label, not an objective conclusion, but policymakers in Nevada and other states have clearly perceived the need for emergency action to keep coverage available. Most states have had lesser problems. Overall, difficulties seem to have been worst for high-risk specialists like obstetricians and neurosurgeons, and high-risk locations, like southern Florida and southeastern Pennsylvania.

It is true that the premium increases of 2000–05 will not continue indefinitely. Prices will at some point have risen enough to cover expected future payouts, and the recent “hard” market will “soften,” becoming more favorable to buyers. Already, malpractice prices appeared to be moderating as of mid-2005. The ups and downs of the cycle are normal, but its turn does not return physicians to normalcy. Rather, they face much...
higher premiums and less ability to spread risk, as many buyers have turned to unconventional coverage and some big traditional insurers have departed for good.

Investment returns drive insurance prices, not legal trends.

Tort reform opponents are correct that the insurance cycle has contributed to insurance problems. That much is undisputed. Costs of reinsurance and other insurance-market factors also have contributed. Opponents are wrong, however, that all of the increases are due to the cycle or to insurer investment earnings, independent of underlying trends in liability payouts. If they were, one would not see such state-to-state variability.

In fact, the main cost of liability insurance is liability. Over time, premium rises must match the rising cost of liability or else insurers fail. The correspondence is not neat and regular because future payouts can only be estimated when premiums are set, and prices are affected by market competition as well as actuarially projected costs.

A drop in investment earnings does raise premiums—disproportionately so because malpractice insurers hold so much capital to backstop pending claims and protect against unexpected surges in payouts. The Government Accountability Office (GAO) reported that the investment return for the country’s 15 largest carriers dropped just 1.6 percentage points during 2000–02, yet by itself increased premiums about 7.2 percent. Most states saw larger increases. Across seven sample states, the GAO found that 1999–2002 increases ranged from 2 to 75 percent. The base rate for Miami general surgeons in 2002 was $174,300 a year, more than 17 times the Minnesota rate—and even double the rest of Florida. Such large differences do not reflect variations in investment earnings but rather the socio-legal factors that influence claims rates and payouts.

Legal trends are more important than investment returns, but it is not reliably known how fast liability payouts are growing and how much growth is due to injuries’ medical and wage costs as opposed to allowances for pain and suffering. Insurers’ report sharply higher payouts since the mid-1990s. Several recent tabulations of paid claims trends raise doubts, although they fail to control for the propensity of larger cases to resolve more slowly.

Top five myths of tort reform opponents

1. There is no malpractice crisis, only another cyclical downturn in insurer profits—déjà vu all over again.
2. Trends in investment income, not legal results, drive insurance prices.
3. Tort reform doesn’t work; only tough insurance regulation can curb insurers.
4. The liability system is the only effective protection for patients against far-too-unsafe medical practice.
5. A few incompetent doctors cause most malpractice.

Tort reform does not work.

This assertion is as wrong as it is commonly made. Reforms do work as reformers intended: “Caps” on awards and some other reforms are well documented to reduce malpractice claims and payouts, often cutting plaintiff attorneys’ fees as well. If reforms did not accomplish those goals, physicians would not be such avid proponents, nor plaintiff lawyers such opponents.

Caps succeed, however, by unfairly reducing the recoveries of the most severely injured claimants, just as lawyers assert. Holding down claims costs in turn reduces premiums. A good estimate is that California-style tort reforms, including caps, would reduce premiums by 25–30 percent nationally, more in states without such reforms already. This estimate comes from the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) and reflects the weight of research. Reports that belittle caps typically lack broad data, are not peer-reviewed, and have weak methodology. A key failing is not controlling for the propensity of states with high rather than low premiums to enact caps in the first place.

Whether caps continue to achieve savings depends upon whether courts continue to apply them as binding limits and whether juries start working around non-economic limits, for instance by finding higher economic losses. Courts might reinterpret some types of damage or some types of claims not to be subject to a cap; at the extreme, courts may simply invalidate a cap even after some years of upholding it, as the Wisconsin Supreme Court did in July 2005.

Both sides focus too much on the single example of California. Tort reform proponents argue that tough 1975 tort reforms cut California premiums. Opponents credit tough insurance regulation after a 1988 voter initiative. The proponents are more convincing. For example, according to a national actuarial association, California accounted for fully 30 percent of all 1975 malpractice premiums nationwide. Its share dropped to only about 15 percent even before the cap survived its final legal challenge in 1985. California’s relative premiums continued to decline thereafter, both before and after the insurance reform.

Precisely because more than one factor can change during a time period in one state, national studies that control statistically for multiple factors are more credible than stories about any one state or small group of states. A number of national analyses have found that reforms reduce premiums. One also found a modest impact from stronger insurance regulation.
Tort liability best protects consumers against an unsafe medical system.

Defenders of traditional litigation suggest that “The threat of liability is what works as a deterrent to improve patient safety.” The simple logic of legal theory is indeed impressive: If wrongdoers are made to pay the costs of their wrongdoing, they will do less wrong.

However, the real world suggests significant shortcomings in this logic for most medical care: Most negligent medical injuries never result in any claim, and many claims are not valid. There are seldom clear standards to follow, and experts routinely disagree on whether particular conduct was negligent. The legal system’s low credibility among physicians undercuts the influence of legal results on the very audience meant to be influenced. Tort signals are also very slow, as the typical payment occurs more than four years after an injury, by which time the behaviors involved may well have changed. Further, few legal costs are imposed on physicians who are sued, because almost all are pooled through insurance. A physician’s malpractice premium is very unlikely to be based on claims history, although institutional rates are generally experience rated. Indeed, larger hospitals often self-insure, and therefore bear the full cost of their own claims.

A thought experiment about airline pilots highlights the limits of individual deterrence. Pilots are always the first at the scene of a crash, and there is no better deterrent for error than instantaneous capital punishment. Yet the main cause of crashes is controlled flight into terrain. As one expert puts it, perfectly good pilots, in perfectly good airplanes, still fly into perfectly good mountains. Many of the best ideas for improving medical practice come from the ways that safety analysis and interventions have greatly reduced the risks of crashes.

Safety experts, in sharp contrast to lawyers, generally believe that most mistakes cannot be deterred by individual reprisals. Further, individuals’ mistakes seldom involve knowing (mis)calculations of risks that could readily be improved by fiscal signals from lawsuits. It can be argued that legal deterrent signals can constructively affect medical behavior in indirect ways, as through insurers’ risk-management initiatives rather than individual practitioners’ responses to legal incentives. The prime example here is the 1980s adoption of national anesthesiology standards that are generally although not universally believed to have markedly reduced injuries and deaths. Such examples are partly notable because they are unusual.

There appears to be no systematic evidence that an unreformed medical liability regime creates higher quality or safer medical care. Medical practices, some measures of quality, and negligent injury rates all vary substantially across intrastate locations, although all share the same legal system. Further, safety problems persist despite many years of increasing liability risk and fears.

A small number of incompetent doctors cause most malpractice.

It is true that only a small share of physicians have multiple claims in any given time period, and that they always account for more than their share of malpractice claims and payouts. It is not true that this small share of people accounts for most malpractice or that removing them from practice would dramatically cut premiums. Massachusetts, for example, recently reported on 10 years of physician claims experience for all doctors in the state. Only 4 percent of physicians with any paid claims had three or more paid claims, but they accounted for about 13 percent of all paid claims and payouts.

Safety researchers report that most errors are slips or lapses made by competent people. Incompetence is rare, they say, and replacing the individuals who are involved in a particular patient injury will seldom decrease the incidence of future injury. All observers, however, agree that some doctors do practice beyond their competence, and that such problem physicians need to be dealt with. This is the traditional role of the state medical board, the only entity with the ability to bar a doctor from practice. The key issue is how to improve boards’ disciplinary performance, rely more on other entities to restrict their practice, or both. Strong critiques of boards’ performance are common, but constructive suggestions for improvement are rare.

Contentions of Tort Reform Proponents

The liability system has too many claims.

A frequent recent assertion is that medical liability is “out of control.” (A Google search for medical malpractice “out of control” finds 42,200 “hits.”) Over the long term, claims have indeed become much more frequent. A 1950s survey found that physicians faced a one in seven risk of malpractice suit—per lifetime—whereas by the mid-1980s crisis this had become the annual rate in many areas. Both in the mid-1970s and mid-1980s, a run-up in claims rates preceded announcements of insurance crisis. Yet claims growth preceded announcements of insurance crisis. Yet
driven changes in social behaviors. Since the late 1980s, claims have evidently risen little nationally, although some states have seen more rapid growth. The problem this time, say insurance experts, is that payouts rose more sharply than predicted in the mid-1990s, especially at the high end of awards. The big cases have gotten much bigger. The extent of increase is not well documented other than from insurance sources, and deserves more attention, as already noted.

Many studies have estimated, however, that the actual number of negligent injuries is an order of magnitude larger than the number of lawsuits. This is the biggest problem of all, considered at more length below.

**Most legal claims are frivolous.**

“Frivolous,” like “crisis,” is a value-laden judgment. It is true that well over half of claims are closed without payment, as are 80 percent of the small share of cases resolved by jury verdict. (These statistics vary by era, definition of “claim,” and data source.) But unpaid does not mean invalid, much less frivolous. The legal system is meant to channel discontent into a nonviolent process, then winnow cases so as to focus the most-resource-intensive part of the process—jury trials—on the most contentious cases. Many litigators report that no one disclosed to them what happened, and they sued in large part to get information. They complain about “stonewalling” by medical providers after an accident. Lawyers also see no alternative to litigating to investigate the validity and value of their clients’ cases. And lawyers typically drop many cases after filing because their expected values are discovered not to justify their litigation costs.

The best information about the “validity” of claims (and claims resolutions) comes from expert review of closed malpractice cases. Those files contain extracts from medical records as well as depositions, investigator reports, consultant reviews, and other information. Such studies are unusual. Probably the largest study was of a national database of more than 1,000 anesthesia claims, done by experts in the 1980s. (They were trying to identify types of injuries that medical safety guidelines might prevent, regardless of what legal results occurred for those injuries. Individual deterrence alone was clearly not preventing the injuries, and premiums were very high.) They judged that medical validity significantly affected legal outcome: patients had a high probability of financial recovery for injury caused by substandard care but payments also occurred in 40 percent of cases where care was appropriate. These and any other particular estimates should not be taken as definitive. All estimates are imprecise because even neutral expert reviewers frequently reach different conclusions about the same case.

**Juries are incompetent or biased against doctors.**

Some argue that juries are readily swayed by emotional identification with injured claimants, especially severely injured claimants, or that jurors readily find against “deep pocket” defendants like doctors. Juries are sometimes called incompetent even to judge experts’ medical presentations, prone to be swayed by style of presentation, and unable to judge relative expertise in a trial’s “battle of experts.”

Typically, such assertions are made as self-evident, and evidence seems very sparse. By definition, of course, lay jurors lack medical knowledge. That is why the law requires expert witnesses in malpractice cases, although not automobile lawsuits. Yet courts have traditionally thought juries competent to assess all types of complex cases and all types of experts, not just medical ones. Several studies have compared jury determinations with those of judges and found them similar, in malpractice and other types of cases.

Jury bias against doctors is particularly hard to square with the statistic that malpractice juries favor the defendant by an 80 to 20 percent margin in cases they decide. It is true that clear-liability cases are settled before reaching juries, sometimes even during trial; but the same winnowing occurs in auto cases, where jury outcomes are typically near 50-50. A detailed closed-claims study in New Jersey judged the validity of numerous claims against the evaluations of the physician-insurer’s own peer-review panel. The study found that juries did make “mistakes”—but more often in favor of doctors than against them.

**Doctors are fleeing practice.**

Numerous anecdotal accounts or surveys of physicians say that liability pressures are making them drop certain services, leave certain states, or retire early. Rapid liability premium increases have certainly strained physician budgets. Today’s health plans no longer let practitioners raise fees as they could to cover liability premium increases in the 1970s and 1980s. (Some economic analysis found that 1970s fee increases more than offset premium rises.) Departures are less well documented, however, and intense lobbying efforts have produced exaggerations. Independent case studies have found some impacts on physician practice that alter patients’ earlier modes of access to care, but no evidence of widespread practitioner withdrawals. The GAO examined five crisis states and found only “localized” reductions in hospital-based services, often in rural areas that have multiple physician-retention pressures. No problems were identified in four non-crisis states studied.

Another recent case study of 12 metropolitan areas found that “continuity of care and patient choices have been limited to some extent” in most markets and to a
"significant extent in Miami, northern New Jersey, and Cleveland"—all locations without caps. Some early warning signs exist that young doctors’ choices of locations and specialties may be affected by liability fears. Two published studies find that tort-reform caps slightly increase the physician-population ratio in a state.

**Tort reform will keep health care affordable.**

Reforms, especially caps on awards, are sometimes urged as a way to save tens of billions of dollars and keep health care and insurance affordable. Savings could occur in two areas—liability premiums and “defensive” medicine. If liability premiums (or self-insurance) were lower, then health plans could hold down fees and premiums commensurately. By how much? As noted above, the nonpartisan CBO has concluded that caps and other proposed federal reforms would cut liability premiums nationally by 25–30 percent. Given that liability premiums are only about 2 percent of health spending, health costs would drop by only 0.4–0.5 percent, with similar impact on health care premiums.

Any large savings from reform must come from reducing “defensive” extra tests and procedures that are done more for legal defense than for patient benefit. Practitioners have long reported such wastefulness, as early as the first Congressional hearing on malpractice, in 1967.

How much does defensiveness cost? Estimates vary widely, and irresponsibly high guesses have appeared in print. What really matters is how much would be removed by tort reform. The highest peer-reviewed estimate is that caps and similar reforms could save about 4 percent in medical costs—a notable achievement, even though much less than most years’ increase in health care premiums. However, only one pair of analysts have found effects of such magnitude, many others have found small effects at most, and CBO analysts could not replicate the pair’s high estimates.

The issue is complex. Negative defensiveness can also occur—that is, failure to take desirable actions because of legal fears, including refusal to serve certain patients or to disclose problems to patients. Other factors than legal fears promote extra services, and some behavior derided as defensive may help patients, including maintenance of better medical records and greater willingness to refer patients to more specialized practitioners.

How best to reduce low-value medical care and increase high-value services goes well beyond reform of liability law. Both defensiveness and the accuracy of liability determinations might ultimately be improved by greater reliance on evidence-based medicine. To

---

**The top five real problems**

1. Too many patients suffer preventable injuries.
2. Compensation of injuries is very poor, as few patients make claims and fewer still collect.
3. Claims resolution is inefficient: too slow and costly.
4. Liability fears hamper physician-patient communication and disclosure of injuries.
5. Determinations of negligent medical injury are inherently subjective.

---

**Real Problems**

The heated tort reform battle obscures real problems of medical safety and legal underperformance and thus the need for more fundamental reform. Making progress on injury prevention and compensation calls for turning down the heat and turning up the light. Recognizing problems is the first step toward improvement.

**Too many preventable injuries occur.**

This conclusion is supported not only by a number of large-scale studies of hospital records in different states and in different eras, but also by smaller, sometimes observational, studies of practitioner behavior. Growing recognition of these problems has since the mid-1990s promoted “patient safety” and new ways of preventing error and avoiding injury. Patient safety concerns are influencing policymakers and opinion leaders in government and in medical institutions. Dispute remains about the precise extent of problems, but not about their existence. Whatever deterrent value tort law has, it clearly leaves in place a substantial amount of avoidable injury.

What is not clear is how best to make improvements. Patient safety experts decry reliance on blaming individuals involved in accidents as the main way of avoiding accidents. They promote reengineering of medical workplaces and processes to make errors less common, to reduce the ways that any remaining errors can affect patients, and to promote early remediation or rehabilitation where injuries still occur. Other observers have long promoted moving away from individual liability and toward institutional responsibility as a way to encourage injury reduction. This has not yet occurred, and the medical services market today is moving away from tighter integration of institutions and individual practitioners.

In any event, the extent of medical injury is a continuing problem, not a periodic crisis. Progress in safety promotion calls for action on many fronts, not just liability reform.

**Compensation is poor.**

Few patients make claims, and fewer still collect. Many more patients experience negligent medical injury than bring lawsuits, by a factor of as much as 10 to one. Those who make claims are disproportionately likely to have suffered serious injury, however, so the extent of injury left out of the system is less. Most claimants do not receive any payment, as noted above.
Even those who are paid may receive too little (or too much) for the extent of their injuries. The most careful study was done in Florida over a decade ago for serious obstetrics and emergency-room cases. It found that tort recoveries were insufficient to meet the estimated future expenses of seriously injured patients.

**Claims are resolved slowly and at great expense.**

Some claims are resolved quickly, a small percentage even before any lawsuit is brought. However, the average physician payout reported to the National Practitioner Data Bank during 2003 came fully four and a half years after the incident causing the injury; the median was four years, similar to times reported by a national GAO survey of 1984 closed claims.

The malpractice system is expensive to run. It is very costly to pay talented attorneys and experts to investigate and argue out the issues of negligence, causation of injury, and damages in each case. It is well accepted that over half of system resources go to such administrative costs. The most careful study, now two decades old, found that tort claimants’ net compensation was only 47 percent of total system cost.

Liability outcomes are also unpredictable and somewhat haphazard. This is most apparent in the very large variation in damage awards observed in cases of similar severity, especially for non-monetary losses. Many observers believe that lawsuits haphazardly determine negligence and causation as well—which is another way of saying that they believe many results invalid. This contention is more difficult to assess. Studies of legal outcomes differ in their conclusions on validity, as noted above. Part of the problem is that experts so readily disagree.

**Liability fears hamper physician-patient communication.**

Even though physicians have an ethical responsibility to share information with their patients, even about bad outcomes that they contributed to, doctors report that they are not always forthcoming with information that patients believe they deserve to have. The lack of transparency is an obvious problem for patients and is one reason why suits are brought in the first place, as discussed above. Physicians are harmed as well, as they too often see patients as potential litigants rather than as patients in whose best interests they are supposed to act.

Similarly, safety experts say that the threat of retrospective blaming makes it harder to encourage practitioners to communicate openly about accidents and close calls, learn from them, and make systemic improvements. This form of practitioner defensiveness has multiple roots, but liability fears at a minimum help rationalize silence in the aftermath of error or injury. Some expert safety reformers assert that the American legal system poses a severe obstacle to efforts to improve quality and safety. Exaggerated this contention may be, but when serious people say such things about liability, policymakers should conscientiously consider whether there are constructive alternatives.

**Determinations of negligent injury are inherently subjective.**

Negligent injuries are not objective phenomena like low birthweight, transfusion reaction, or death under anesthesia. They are, instead, subjective judgments about care and its aftermath reached using implicit rather than explicit standards about what constitutes appropriate care. Frequently, experts disagree about whether medical care caused an injury and even more about whether that care was negligent. Disagreement among experts arises in litigation in part because they are selected for partisan ends. But even neutral experts also often disagree. Some analyses find that experts’ evaluation of negligence is influenced by severity of injury.

The lack of clear, agreed-upon standards helps explain how problems can so easily remain undisclosed and why case resolution is so expensive and slow—not only in litigation, but also in peer review or delicensure hearings. It also makes it very hard to reach policy agreement on the extent of problems, including the validity of liability results, and to build improvements on that recognition. It seems no accident that progress in safety (and probably also in disclosure of injury) seems greatest to date where problems are patent, such as for anesthesia mishaps and misadministered drugs.

**The top five types of alternative reform**

1. More even-handed liability reform
2. More data and performance benchmarks for legal and insurance systems
3. More attention to medical discipline
4. Increased support for patient safety research and development
5. Experimentation with alternate, nonjudicial systems

**More constructive reforms**

Current debates about malpractice are totally dominated by the “to cap or not to cap” argument. Liability issues have always “belonged” to doctors and lawyers, and their partisan interests have usually narrowed political debate. Today, some new voices are being heard. Some injured patients are complaining not just about their medical injury but about the inadequacy of legal and other responses. The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations and a committee of the Institute of Medicine have called for experimentation with nontraditional remedies. This brief concludes by sketching some alternatives to conventional tort reform, both within the current liability system and outside it.
More even-handed liability reform

Tort reform has come to mean only limitations on traditional legal rules or practices. Even-handed reforms would seek to improve the processes of litigation, not the prospects of either side. Such reforms deserve much more attention and trial runs, as they are by definition not conventional. Given legal traditions, some ideas call for judicial adoption rather than legislation.

- **Structured guidance on damages to juries and judges.** This approach could replace flat caps that alter only the high end of awards. The alternative would provide guidance in assessing the non-monetary value of injuries. Reform could develop a hierarchy of severity of injury, so that decision makers could benchmark “their” case against others. Suggested ranges of value could be developed for each level of severity, based on prior cases, expert judgment, or research evidence on observed willingness to pay for safety measures. The reform would emphasize improving predictability of results and fairness across cases and would recognize that mistakes can be made by undervaluing as well as overvaluing a case.

- **Standardizing certain elements of determining economic losses.** For example, today, the inflation rate(s) that each jury or judge uses to project future costs of various medical services varies by case. Determining the value anew every time seems both inefficient and inevitably unfair to some claimants. One well run process could make the determination for all similar cases for the year. The same seems true for the discount rate used to convert estimated future losses to present value in order to set an appropriate current lump-sum award (assuming state law contemplates this).

- **Use of expert witnesses.** Tort reform often places restrictions on or calls for peer reviews of expert witnesses as ways to target allegedly biased or substandard experts. Instead, reform could promote easier access to good, objective experts. Attorneys on both sides could be required to share all expert opinions obtained, which would reduce “shopping” for a partisan opinion. Requests for an expert opinion could be routed through the judge, so that expert would not know which side was seeking an opinion. Other possibilities exist. The keys are to promote participation and objectivity of expert testimony.

Many even-handed ideas exist, some no doubt impractical, others in need of refinement. But the debate ought to address reforms’ impacts on efficiency and consistency, not on claimants versus defendants or their respective lawyers.

More performance measures for the legal and insurance systems

Clinicians are increasingly called upon to rely on evidence in making decisions that affect patient well-being—so-called evidence-based medicine. Similarly, purchasers of health care, such as employers and health insurance plans, look for reliable, valid, and readily accessible data, including data on provider performance, to better inform their purchasing decisions. The federal Government Performance and Results Act and many state “sunset” laws force administrative agencies to produce standards and information for evaluation. Yet the performance of lawyers, courts, and liability insurers generates little information useful for promoting accountability. Such basic data as the level of jury awards are tracked only by private reporters that lack completeness, objectivity, and consistency. Which lawyers or judges have backlogs of cases remains similarly obscure. Where information is gathered, it is often kept only in the format of standardized reports rather than being entered into databases that facilitate additional analysis and ongoing accountability.

Similar concerns hamper oversight of insurers’ performance. Most regularly gathered information is aggregate data meant to help assess insurance companies’ solvency. Closed-claims reporting is rare. Given more information and support for analysis, improved benchmarks could evolve to improve accountability.

Medical discipline

It seems that, like the weather, everyone complains about medical discipline but no one does anything about it. In fairness, how to measure what state medical boards do and how to improve on current practices are not known. Boards could use help in deciding how to modify traditional complaint-driven methods of discipline in light of new ways to assess continuing competence of medical practitioners and in deciding how to alter adversarial processes to relate to emerging new paradigms of patient safety interventions within hospitals and large medical groups. Given the enormous public outlays for medical care each year, too little support goes to this and other approaches designed to protect quality of care and competence of practitioners.

Support for patient safety research and development

Since the Institute of Medicine’s landmark book *To Err Is Human* first captured public attention in late 1999, patient safety has become a recognized category for federal funding—but a small one, relative to the amount of disability and death at stake. Safety pioneers complain of slow progress, typically blaming failures of leadership and funding. Less recognized is an underlying mismatch of incentives: Changes need to occur within medical institutions and their staffs, but savings from reduced injury go mainly to patients and the
Experimentation with new approaches to compensation and patient safety

These approaches seek to improve compensation by covering more injured patients, with more structured payment rules and more predictable results. The reforms move away from traditional legal processes to make decisionmaking faster, less costly, and more consistent. Many would also cease using the contentious standard of “fault” for assigning responsibility and would seek to make determinations more expert. Most seek to harmonize approaches to compensation with the emerging paradigms of patient safety.

- **Enhanced disclosure with compensation.** Caregivers can voluntarily disclose injuries to promote both compensation and safety. Disclosure of “surfaces” many problems traditionally hidden, and apologies or offers of compensation may avoid lawsuits or speed settlements. Some early experience within the veterans’ hospital system and elsewhere shows promise of improving patient relationships at little or no new legal cost, but providers remain leery of provoking new litigation. One proposal would reward disclosure by providing that making an early offer of compensation for out-of-pocket economic losses would bar subsequent legal claims for pain and suffering.

- **State-based administrative compensation.** This alternative would resemble Workers Compensation in many regards. Virginia and Florida have run such systems with some success for severely neurologically impaired newborns. Private insurers or self-insured groups would pay claims and disputes would be resolved routinely by expert administrative agencies. Access to courts would be limited to very unusual circumstances. Most proponents would replace fault as the basis of compensation with a standard of avoidability or preventability of injury. This standard is easier to administer, as reviewers more readily agree about which injuries are preventable than which are negligent. Preventability would make more events eligible for compensation and would be more consistent with patient safety’s focus on prevention. The system would remain claims-driven, however, and formal adjudications would remain prominent.

- **Automatic payment for avoidable events listed in advance.** This approach would routinely compensate for classes of injuries determined in advance by experts to be generally avoidable, thus also avoiding adjudication. The listings would promote disclosure or discovery of worthy cases and prompt resolution thereafter. Avoidable classes of events (ACEs) would probably cover most injuries, and payment rules could be standardized. Disputes over ACE status and non-ACE injuries would be resolved through mediation and arbitration or some other agreed-upon private process. ACEs could be implemented as part of private reforms under which providers and patients or health plan enrollees would agree in advance to resolve injuries in the new system. Alternatively, they could be used to make administrative compensation systems more efficient and consistent in operations.

- **Federal alternatives.** Medicare could run an alternative system for its aged and disabled beneficiaries. They are now at high risk of injury but are less likely to sue than are private-sector patients. The alternate could incorporate any of the reforms mentioned above or create different alternatives.

Policymakers will have few if any new options to address the next malpractice crisis unless they begin now to experiment with good alternatives to conventional reforms.

To maintain affordability of coverage under the new systems, most proposals assume that the new injury coverage would be secondary to existing health insurance plans, disability coverage, and other payors. Nonliability payors pay for most medical injuries today; maintaining this financing role is important for transitioning to a new medical injury system. Over time, these traditional payors would benefit along with the new injury system from improved prevention of injury and faster remediation of injuries that do occur.

The Enzi-Baucus bill pending in Congress would promote state demonstrations using some of these ideas. Private and Medicare demonstrations are also worthy of experiment.
Final thoughts

Knowledge about medical and legal performance has advanced considerably since the last malpractice “crisis” in the mid-1980s. Much remains to be learned, but it seems clear that the performance of the medical liability system can be substantially improved. Liability would be worth its moderate cost—a few percentage points within the $1.5-trillion medical economy—if it successfully delivered the compensation, injury deterrence, and justice that advocates claim. Yet today’s record is spotty at best.

Health insurance and other non-liability coverage pay almost all compensation because few injured patients sue and still fewer collect. Payments arrive only slowly and at very high overhead cost. High rates of preventable error and injury persist. The quality of justice provided is questionable, given the omission of most injuries, very slow resolutions, and varying payouts in similar cases. Better systems would make practitioners more willing to disclose problems, compensate informally where possible, promptly feed back information for improvement, and resolve disputes expeditiously.

Conventional tort reform like caps on awards successfully limit the scope of the current system but do not compensate more people, improve deterrence or equitably spread the impact of their cutbacks. Improvements call for more even-handed tort reforms as well as experimenting with non-courtroom-based injury resolution by medical institutions, health plans, or states. Other avenues can also help improve patient safety. Demanding patients and citizens can also support better information to improve quality competition, improved private accreditation and continuing education, more active accountability through licensure and health plan credentialing, and promotion of known quality/safety safeguards within medical institutions.

The recent malpractice crisis appears to be waning. Policymakers will have few if any new options to address the next crisis unless they begin now to experiment with good alternatives to conventional reforms.
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